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Genna S. Hibbs and Hibbs Law, LLC

 Intellectual Property Boutique firm. Founded 1Jan2013.

 Small business and individual needs: Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights, Unfair 

Competition, Trade Secrets, Infringement enforcement and litigation, 

licensing, entity formation, and business transactions. 

 Background in Biotechnology and Genetics, small business and government.

 Substantial dedication (20-30% target) to pro bono legal services: low-income 

health center, consolidated school district prevention program, public 

education presentations, and others.

 Personal volunteer activities.

 Kansas, Japan, Washington, ... Now here! 



TJ’s Policy
“He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself 
without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, receives 
light without darkening me. That ideas should freely spread from 
one to another over the globe, for the moral and mutual 
instruction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems to 
have been peculiarly and benevolently designed by nature, when 
she made them, like fire, expansible over all space, without 
lessening their density in any point, and like the air in which we 
breathe, move, and have our physical being, incapable of 
confinement or exclusive appropriation. Inventions then cannot, 
in nature, be a subject of property. Society may give an exclusive 
right to the profits arising from them, as an encouragement to men 
to pursue ideas which may produce utility, but this may or may 
not be done, according to the will and convenience of the society, 
without claim or complaint from anybody...”

(letter to Isaac McPherson, 1813 as cited in Kock & Peden, 1972).



Patentable Subject Matter

 35 USC §101: Whoever invents or discovers any new and 

useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may 

obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 

requirements of this title.



What is Excluded:

“This is not to suggest that § 101 has no limits or that it embraces every 

discovery. The laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract 

ideas have been held not patentable.” Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 

U.S. 303, 206 USPQ 193 (1980) 

The “claim is not a hitherto unknown natural phenomenon, but to a 

nonnaturally occurring manufacture or composition of matter—a 

product of human ingenuity having distinctive name, character [and] 

use.” Chakrabarty, 121 U.S. at 615.

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/mpep-9015-appx-l.html#d0e302376


Rule Breakdown

Natural Laws, 
Phenomenon, 
Abstract Ideas

Compositions

“Markedly Different”

Processes/Methods

“Machine or 
Transformation”**



Exclusion Treatment

Leroy v. Tatham, 55 US 155 (1852)

American Wood-Paper Co v. Fibre Disintegrating, 90 US 566 (1874)

Cochrane v. Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, 111 US 293 (1884)

Hartranft v. Wiegmann, 121 US 609 (1887)

American Fruit Growers v. Brodgex Co, 283 US 1 (1931)

Funk Bros Seed Co v. Kalo Inoculant, 333 US 127 (1948)

Goltschalk v. Benson, 409 US 63 (1972)

Parker v. Flook, 437 US 584 (1978)

Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 US 303 (1980)

Diamond v. Diehr, 450 US 175 (1981)

In re Meyer, 688 F.2d 789 (CCPA 1982)

J.E.M. Agricultural Supply v. Pioneer Hi-Bred Int’l, 534 US 124 (2001)

Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus, Inc., 566 U.S. 1289 (2012)



Eligible Subject Matter Party:

Myriad (2013): Natural form DNA is out, cDNA is 

not ‘natural form’ so allowed.

Mayo v. Prometheus (2012): measuring, 

determining, then administering drug was not 

patentable. Unanimous.

Alice (2014): Computer not enough to transform 

abstract idea into patent-eligible subject matter.



Biotechnology and Bioengineering 

 Our understanding has developed the level of specificity that we perceive as 

recognized manipulation of living processes. 
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LEVELS OF SPECIFICITY! Changing perspectives 

on what is being manipulated. 
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Artificial Selection ( A+B=AB)



Genetically Modified/ Engineered Organisms
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Genetically Modified Organisms

RoundUp Ready Crops

Harvard OncoMouse



Gene Sequences

Specificity:

How low can you go?



Gene Sequences

…Getting Specific.



PCR & Genetic Testing



Enter: Breast Cancer (5-10% of occurrences are inherited mutations) 

http://www.breastcancer.org

2013

>200k Americans 
diagnosed/yr; 40k die. 

12% chance for 
♀ invasive BC

BRCA1 =  65-85% chance

BRCA2 = 40% chance

2018

>330k Americans 
diagnosed/yr; 40k die.

12.4% chance for ♀
invasive BC

BRCA1 = 55-65%

BRCA2 = 40%



BRCA

BRCA1: Ch17 (80million 

nucleotides), gene (80k with 

introns) 5,500 nucleotides.

BRCA2: Ch13 (114million 

nucleotides), 10,200 base 

nucleotides.



Myriad’s business approach leading up to Assoc for 

Molec’l Pathology v. Myriad Genetics:

 In-vitro (not vivo) results in different FDA requirements (no long clinical 

trials, lower initial investment).

 Most basic diagnostic test costs $12, and the method is public knowledge.

 Myriad charged up to $2400 for test.

Myriad Now: Swung 

back with launch of 

myRisk®

Latest: Medicare and 

insurance billing fraud.





SCOTUS 

 The ‘naturally’ occurring DNA could not be patented, but the cDNA was 

different from nature and therefore man-made and patentable.

 …BUT!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Exon-intron_2.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Myriad decision drops, then

Behold! 

Adaptation! 



Amendments Around Myriad

Source: Mateo Aboy et al., “After Myriad, what makes a gene 

patent claim 'markedly different' from nature?”, 35 Nature 

Biotechnology 820 (Sept. 2017)

cDNA
• “…An isolated polynucleotide,” 

• “…a cDNA,”

cDNA

• “…selected from the group consisting of a nucleic acid 
encoding,”

• “…consisting of a cDNA encoding,”

cDNA

• “An isolated nucleic acid sequence comprising at least 
one sequence set forth,”

• “A nucleic acid consisting essentially of one of the 
sequences set forth, [only list cDNA]”



Pretty big umbrella becomes VERY narrow.

Claim 1:

An isolated nucleic acid molecule encoding a human 

parkin, comprising a DNA sequence of SEQ ID NO:1 with 

at least one genetic alteration comprising

a) a deletion of one or more exons, in combination or 

otherwise,

b) a multiplication of exons, 

c) a point mutation, 

d) a deletion of 1 or more contiguous base pairs, 

e) an insertion of 1 or more contiguous base pairs or 

f) a combination thereof.



Granted Claim 1:

An isolated nucleic acid molecule encoding a human parkin comprising a cDNA sequence of SEQ ID 

NO:1 with at least one genetic alteration comprising:

a) a deletion of one or more exons selected from the group consisting of: exon 2, exons 2-3, exons 2-4, 

exons 3-4, exons 3-6, exons 3-9, exon 5, exons 5-6, exon 6, exons 6-7, exons 7-9, and exon 8;

b) a multiplication of exons selected from the group consisting of: a triplication of exon 2, a duplication 

of exon 3, a duplication of exon 6, a duplication of exon 7, and a duplication of exon 11; 

c) a point mutation selected from the group consisting of: a mutation from adenine to thymine at position 

584, a mutation from guanine to adenine at position 601, a mutation from adenine to thymine at position 

734, a mutation from cytosine to thymine at position 867, a mutation from thymine to adenine at position 

905, a mutation from cytosine to thymine at position 924, a mutation from guanine to adenine at position 

939, a mutation from thymine to guanine at position 966, a mutation from guanine to adenine at position 

1084, a mutation from cytosine to thymine at position 1101, a mutation from guanine to cytosine at 

position 1239, a mutation from guanine to adenine at position 1281, a mutation from cytosine to adenine 

at position 1345, a mutation from guanine to adenine at position 1390, and a mutation from guanine to 

adenine at position 1459; 

d) a deletion of 1 or more contiguous base pairs selected from the group consisting of: a deletion of 

nucleotides adenine and guanine at positions 202-203, a deletion of adenine at position 255, and a 

deletion of nucleotides guanine and adenine at positions 1142-1143; or 

e) an insertion of 1 or more contiguous base pairs selected from the group consisting of: an insertion of 

guanine and thymine at positions 321-322.



ANOTHER “MARKEDLY 

DIFFERENT” WORK-AROUND 

TECHNIQUE:

LABELING

“…and the isolated 

nucleic acid is labeled 

with a radioactive 

compound or with a 

nonradioactive 

compound.”

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D9%81%D8%B3%D9%81%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Tie a vector on your claim.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://mrsmithsbioproject.wikispaces.com/Unit+4+-+Diversity+of+Living+Things
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Changing course, 

Focusing on the mechanics: 

Research Tools are now cool!

 discovered genetic seq information 

may be excluded next. Why risk it?

 The hottest technology is CRISP-R!

 But same issue: patient access vs 

profit.



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Cas 9, from E. coli loaded for 

transfection

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/CRISPR
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/




This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Find specific sequences 

and:

• Add new material

• Express existing 

material

• Block material

• Label

http://2013.igem.org/Team:Paris_Bettencourt/Project/Detect
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://www.podcastscience.fm/dossiers/2015/06/28/crispr-la-mutagenese-qui-croustille/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Battle of the CRISPR

 Feng Zhang of 

MIT/Cambridge/Harvard (US Patent 

for CRISPR-Cas9 in eukaryotes, EPO 

revoked)

 Doudna of Caribou & UC Berkley 

(US interference and EPO 

opposition)

 Charpentier of UC Berkley and 

Sigma-Aldrich/MilliporeSigma (AU 

issued and EPO pending, US 

interference).



Developments with some neighbors
BRCA and CRISPR internationally.



EU Patent Convention

 EPC Art 52

 (1) EU patents granted “for any inventions which are 
susceptible of industrial application, which are new 
and which involve an inventive step.”

 (2) defines patentable subject matter by way of 
exclusion: 

 “a) discoveries, scientific theories, and mathematical 
methods; b) aesthetic creations; c) schemes, rules, and 
methods for performing mental acts, playing games or 
doing business, and programs for computers; and d) 
presentations of information.”



EU Court Treatment of Myriad/ gene 

patents

 Europe revoked Myriad’s patents in 2004 as being “not inventive 
enough to qualify for patent protection.” Andrew Pollack, Technology; 
Patent on Test For Cancer Is Revoked By Europe, New York Times (May 
19, 2004) 

 “Myriad subsequently appealed to the EPO’s Board of Appeals, and, in 
2008, was able to maintain its patents in an amended form that no 
longer contains “claims directed to the BRCA1 gene itself or to 
mutated forms thereof.” Press Release, European Patent Office (Nov 
19, 2008).



EPO Developments in CRISPR 

technology

 Announced last week that Sigma-
Aldrich would be issued a patent for 
their “CRISPR-based Genome 
Modification and Regulation” 
application

 Opposition filed 20APR by Caribou 
(Univ of Cali)



AU and Gene Patents

Sec 18(1) “... an invention is a patentable invention for the purposes of a standard patent if the 
invention, so far as claimed in any claim:

(a) is a manner of manufacture within the meaning of section 6 of the Statute of Monopolies; and

(b) when compared with the prior art base as it existed before the priority date of that claim:

(i) is novel; and

(ii) involves an inventive step; and

(c) is useful; and

(d) was not secretly used in the patent area before the priority date of that claim by, or on behalf of, or 
with the authority of, the patentee or nominated person or the patentee’s or nominated person's 
predecessor in title to the invention.”

Sec18(2)-(4): 

(2) Human beings, and the biological processes for their generation, are not patentable inventions.

(3) For the purposes of an innovation patent, plants and animals, and the biological processes for the 
generation of plants and animals, are not patentable inventions.

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply if the invention is a microbiological process or a product of such a 
process.



AU Decision (2013) First half of the 

story…

 “There is no doubt that naturally occurring DNA and 
RNA as they exist inside the cells of the human body 
cannot be the subject of a valid patent. However, the 
disputed claims do not cover naturally occurring DNA 
and RNA as they exist inside such cells. The disputed 
claims extend only to naturally occurring DNA and RNA 
which have been extracted from cells obtained from the 
human body and purged of other biological materials 
with which they were associated.”



2015: Part two!

D'Arcy v Myriad Genetics Inc.

Issue: "Whether the invention as claimed is for a product made, 

or a process producing an outcome as a result of human action"

Is the INFORMATION the same? 

Using the natural information to perform it’s natural function is not patentable.

BUT

"It is important to notice that the claims made in the patents in suit in the United 

States of America considered in Association for Molecular Pathology v Myriad 

Genetics Inc 186 L Ed 2d 124 (2013) were claims to the particular genetic sequences 

and therefore radically different from the disputed claims in this appeal"



TRIPS (WTO)

 Article 8 Principles: 1. Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and 
regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and 
to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-
economic and technological development, provided that such measures are 
consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.

 Article 27
Patentable Subject Matter: 2. Members may exclude from patentability inventions, 
the prevention within their territory of the commercial exploitation of which is 
necessary to protect ordre public or morality, including to protect human, animal 
or plant life or health or to avoid serious prejudice to the environment, provided 
that such exclusion is not made merely because the exploitation is prohibited by 
their law.

3. Members may also exclude from patentability:

(a) diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans or 
animals;

(b) plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biological processes 
for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and 
microbiological processes. However, Members shall provide for the protection of 
plant varieties either by patents or by an effective sui generis system or by any 
combination thereof. The provisions of this subparagraph shall be reviewed four 
years after the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement.



US Experimental Use Exception

 “It has been held, and no doubt is now well settled, that 
an experiment with a patented article for the sole 
purpose of gratifying a philosophical taste, or curiosity, or 
for mere amusement, is not an infringement of the rights 
of the patentee.” Peppenhause v. Falke, 19 F. Cas. 1048, 
1049 (C.C.N.Y. 1861). 

 “Although the courts recognize an exception to patent 
infringement known as the “experimental use privilege,” 
this judicially created doctrine has been described as very 
narrow and rarely applied.” Thomas, John R., Scientific 
Research and the Experimental Use Privilege in Patent 
Law, CRS RL32651, note 5 (Oct, 24 2004).



The End.

Questions?


